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When played, the bassist has to read the bass line composed for the part of 

cello, even though the sounds made are much lower than the notes being 

read. Some of the techniques for playing the double bass are: Arc – also 

known as bowing. This kind of playing technique is similar to the way a violin

and/or a cello is played. Pizzicato – also known as striking. The musician 

strikes the strings to produce sound. This kind of style is typically used by 

Jazz players. Slap Bass The musician plucks or pulls the strings and releases 

it. 

As the strings slap or hit the finger board, creating unique array of sounds 

with notes that have an added “ click” to it. Occasionally the double bass is 

played as part of symphonic orchestras, but is most often played in Jazz and 

dance bands. 3. Has it always been made the same way or had the same 

form? The double bass has never really had one standard shape. Since the 

16th century, its shape has changed more than any other stringed 

instruments. One is like a violin (although much larger), sometimes with a 

curved back, sometimes with a flat back, which makes playing it a whole lot 

easier, and higher ‘ shoulders’ attached to the neck. 

The other is more like the shape of a viol with a flat back and ‘ shoulders’ 

that slope more quickly and steeply away from the neck. Sound holes in the 

shape of a backwards “ C” are also apparent in almost all double basses, to 

obtain a much louder sound. 4. Are there some known manufacturers that 

produce top of the line instruments hat are expensive? Thomas and George 

Martin hand-crafted double basses are priced at $20, 000. The Kara Model 

Upton Double Bass is another well-known maker of the double bass, with 
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prices starting at $5, 350. . Who are some famous people who play your 

instrument? 
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